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Abstract: Health information system deployment has been driven by the transformation and digital-
ization currently confronting healthcare. The need and potential of these systems within healthcare
have been tremendously driven by the global instability that has affected several interrelated sectors.
Accordingly, many research studies have reported on the inadequacies of these systems within the
healthcare arena, which have distorted their potential and offerings to revolutionize healthcare. Thus,
through a comprehensive review of the extant literature, this study presents a critique of the health
information system for healthcare to supplement the gap created as a result of the lack of an in-depth
outlook of the current health information system from a holistic slant. From the studies, the health
information system was ascertained to be crucial and fundament in the drive of information and
knowledge management for healthcare. Additionally, it was asserted to have transformed and shaped
healthcare from its conception despite its flaws. Moreover, research has envisioned that the appraisal
of the current health information system would influence its adoption and solidify its enactment
within the global healthcare space, which is highly demanded.

Keywords: health information system; information system; knowledge management; healthcare

1. Introduction

Health information systems (HIS) are critical systems deployed to help organizations
and all stakeholders within the healthcare arena eradicate disjointed information and
modernize health processes by integrating different health functions and departments
across the healthcare arena for better healthcare delivery [1–6]. Over time, the HIS has
transformed significantly amidst several players such as political, economic, socio-technical,
and technological actors that influence the ability to afford quality healthcare services [7].
The unification of health-related processes and information systems in the healthcare arena
has been realized by HIS. HIS has often been contextualized as a system that improves
healthcare services’ quality by supporting management and operation processes to afford
vital information and a unified process, technology, and people [7,8]. Several authors
assert this disposition of HIS, alluding to its remarkable capabilities in affording seamless
healthcare [9]. Haux [10] modestly chronicled HIS as a system that handles data to convey
knowledge and insights in the healthcare environment. Almunawar and Anshari [7]
incorporated this construed method to describe HIS to be any system within the healthcare
arena that processes data and affords information and knowledge. Malaquias and Filho [11]
accentuated the importance of HIS in the same light, highlighting its emergence to tackle
the need to store, process, and extract information from the system data for the optimization
of processes, enhancing services provided and supporting decision making.

HIS’s definition was popularized by Lippeveld [12], and reported to be an “integrated
effort to collect, process, report and use health information and knowledge to influence
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policy-making, programme action and research”. Over the course of time, this definition
has been adopted and contextualized countlessly by many authors and the World Health
Organization (WHO) [3,8,13–15]. Although Haule, Muhanga [8] claimed the definition of
HIS varies globally, in actuality, the definition has never changed from its inception, but on
the contrary, it has been conceptualized over various contexts. Malaquias and Filho [11]
reiterated this definition in the extant literature. These scholars affirmed HIS as “a set of
interrelated components that collect, process, store and distribute information to support
the decision-making process and assist in the control of health organizations” [11]. The
same definition is adopted in this paper, and HIS is construed as “a system of interrelated
constituents that collect, process, store and distribute data and information to support
the decision-making process, assist in the control of health organizations and enhance
healthcare applications”. However, it is paramount to note that HIS is broad. In many
instances, the definition is of minimal relevance due to its associated incorporation with
external applications related to health developments and policy making [16]. Hence,
emphasis should not be placed on the definition but on its contribution to all facets of
health development.

The current state of HIS is considered to be inadequate despite its numerus deployment
of HIS that has been driven by its potential benefit to uplift healthcare and revolutionize
its processes [17,18]. The persistence of many constraints and resistance to technology
has resulted to the incapacitation of HIS in the attainment of its objectives. The extant
literature reveals several challenges in different categories, such as the inadequacy of
human resources and technological convergence within the healthcare [18], highlighting
the evidence of limitations of HIS that restrict their utilization and deployment within the
healthcare. Although several authors identified the unique disposition of HIS in integrating
care and unifying the health process, these perspectives seems to be marred by the presence
of barriers [17,19]. Garcia, De la Vega [17] alleged that the current HIS deployment is
characterized by fragmentation, update instability, and lack of standardization that limit its
potential to aid healthcare. Congruently, several authors associated the lack of awareness
of HIS potential, the underuse HIS, inadequate communication network, and security
and confidentiality concerns among the barriers limiting HIS [20]. Thus, the need for
this paper is set forth: to uncover current and pertinent insights on HIS deployment
as a concerted effort to strengthen it and augment its healthcare delivery capabilities.
This paper comprehensively explores the extant literature systematically with respect to
the overarching objective: to ascertain value insights pertaining to HIS holistically from
literature synthesis. To achieve this goal, the following research questions are investigated:
What has been the development of the HIS since its conception? How has HIS been
deployed? Finally, how does HIS enable information and knowledge management in
healthcare?

In this paper, an overview HIS from the extant literature in relation to the health
sector is presented with associated related work. It is essential to point out that in spite
of the surplus of research work conducted on health information systems, there are still
many challenges confronting it within the healthcare area that necessitate the need for
this study [5]. Therefore, the extant literature is explored in this paper systematically
to uncover current and pertinent insights surrounding the deployment of the HIS, an
integrated information system (IS) for healthcare. This paper is structured into five sections.
The paper commences with an introductory background that presents the contextualization
of HIS for healthcare, followed by a methodology that details the method and material
used in this study. The next section, which is the discussion, presents the discourse of HIS
evolution that highlights its progress to date, its structural deployment, and the information
system and knowledge management within the healthcare arena as mediated by HIS. The
last part of this study focuses on the conclusion that summarizes the discussion presented
in this paper.
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2. Material and Method

In this paper, a systematic review is conducted to synthesize the extant literature
and analyze the content to ascertain the value disposition of HIS in relation to healthcare
delivery. Preceding this review, the used of search engines was employed to retrieve related
research publications that fit the study scope and contexts. The main database used was the
Web of Science. Other databases such as SCOPUS and Google Scholar were also used to obtain
additional relevant work associated with the context. For inclusion criteria, only articles
containing references to the keywords HIS, information, healthcare, and related healthcare
systems were analyzed scrupulously. Research work that did not have these references,
did not constitute a journal or conference-proceeding work, and were not written in the
English language were excluded. Figure 1, the PRISMA flow statement, illustrates the
methodological phases of this research along with the exclusion and inclusion criteria that
were implemented for the study synthesis.
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3. Discussion
3.1. The Evolution of Health Information Systems

The concept of enhancing healthcare applications has always been the foundation of
HIS, which posits that the intercession of information systems with business processes
affords better healthcare services [7,21]. According to Almunawar and Anshari [7], many
determinants, such as technological, political, social and economic, have enormously
influenced the nature of the healthcare industry. The technological determinant, particularly
the computerized component, is thought to be deeply ingrained in the enactment and
functioning of HIS. According to Panerai [16], this single attribute can be held solely
responsible for HIS letdowns rather than its accomplishment.

The ownership of HIS has been contested in the literature, with some authors claiming
that HIS belongs to the IT industries [22]. While IT has enabled many developments in
various industries, it has also resulted in many dissatisfactions. Recently, there has been an
insurgence from many industries, particularly the healthcare industries, who acknowledge
the role of IT in optimizing and enhancing health initiatives but want appropriation of
their integrated IS. However, according to the definition of HIS, it is presented as “a
set of interconnected components that collect, process, store, and distribute information
to support decision-making and aid in the control of health organizations”; thus, the
disposition of HIS was established. Without bias, the development of HIS was conceived
due to unavoidable changes and transformations within the global space.

A good representation and consolidation of this dispute are within the realization
that there is a co-existence of different related and non-related components in a system. In
this case, the HIS is an entrenched system with several features, including technologies.
Panerai [16] supported this notion and theorized HIS to be broad, stating that the relevance
of its definition is contextual. In the study, HIS was reiterated as any kind of “structured
repository of data, information, or knowledge” that can be used to support health care
delivery or promote health development [16]. Thus, maintaining a rigid definition is
of minimal practical use because many HIS instances are not directly associated with
health development, such as the financial and human resource modules. Moreover, several
different HIS examples are categorized according to the functions they are dedicated to
serving within the healthcare arena. They highlight the instances of the existence of outliers
that are not regarded as the normal HIS even though they contain health determinants data,
such as socioeconomic and environmental, which can be used to formulate health policies.

The development of HIS over the years has led many to believe they are solely
computer technology. This notion has contributed dramatically to the misconception
of the origin of HIS and the lack of peculiarity between the HIS conceptual structure and
implemented HIS technology. The literature dates back the origin of HIS, which can be
associated with the first record of mortality in the 18th century, revealing their existence to
be 200 years or older than the invention of computers [16]. This demonstrates the emergence
of digitalized HIS from the availability of commercialized episodes of “electronic medical
records” EMR records in the 1970s [23]. Namageyo-Funa, Aketch [24] commended the
advancement of technologies in the healthcare arena, recounting the implementation of
digitalized HIS that significantly revolutionized the recording and accessing of health
information. A study by Lindberg, Venkateswaran [25] highlighted an instance of HIS
transition from paper based to digitally based, revealing a streamlined workflow that
revolutionized health care applications in the healthcare arena. This HIS transition over the
course of time has led to increased adoption of it within the health care arena. Tummers,
Tekinerdogan [26] highlighted the landmark of HIS from its transition to digitalization and
reported a current trend in healthcare that has now been extended with the inclusion of
block chain technology within the healthcare arena. Malik, Kazi [27] assessed HIS adoption
in terms of technological, organizational, human, and environmental determinants and
reported a variation of different degrees of utilization. Despite these facts, the extant
literature maintains the need for a resilient and sustainable HIS for health care applications
within the healthcare arena at all levels [18,27,28].
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Figure 2 illustrates the successful adoption of HIS amidst the significant determinants
of its effectiveness. From the Figure 2, the technological, organizational, human, and envi-
ronmental determinants are the defining concepts along with individual sub-determinants
in each domain that influence HIS adoption. At the technological level, the need for digi-
talization drives HIS adoption, especially for stakeholders such as clinicians and decision
makers. The administrative, management, and planning functions are the driving actors
within the organization level that endorse the implementation of HIS. The environmental
and human determinants are more concerned with the socio-technical components that
have been regarded as complex drivers for HIS adoptions. Perceptions, literacy, and usabil-
ity are known forces within these categories that necessitate the adoption of HIS in many
healthcare arenas.
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3.2. HIS Structural Deployment

HIS’s unified front is geared toward assimilating and disseminating health gen to
enhance healthcare delivery. HIS consists of different sub-systems that serve several
actors within the healthcare arena [29]. These sub-systems are dedicated to specific tasks
that perform various functions such as civil registrations, disease surveillance, outbreak
notices, interventions, and health information sharing within the healthcare arena. It
also supports and links many functions and activities within the healthcare environment,
such as recording various data and information for stakeholders, scheduling, billing, and
managing. Stakeholders are furnished with health information from diverse HIS scenarios.
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These include but are not limited to information systems for hospitals and patients, health
institution systems, and Internet information systems. Sligo, Gauld [30] regarded HIS as a
panacea within the healthcare ground that improves health care applications. Despite all
the limitless capabilities of HIS, it has been reported to be asymmetrical, lacking interactions
within subsystems [1,18]. Many decision making methods and policies rely on good health
information [31]. According to Suresh and Singh [32], the HIS enables stakeholders such
as the government and all other players in the healthcare arena to have access to health
information, which influences the delivery of healthcare. The sundry literature further
reveals accurate health information to be the foundation of decision making and highlights
the decisive role of the human constituent [29,31,33,34].

Furthermore, HIS can be classified into two cogs in today’s era: the computer-related
constituent that employs ICT-related tools and the non-computer component, which both
operate at different levels. These levels include strategic, tactical, and operational. The
deployment of HIS at the strategic level offers intelligence functions such as intelligent deci-
sion support, financial estimation, performance assessment, and simulation systems [3,35].
At the tactical level, managerial functions are performed within the system, while at the
operational level, functions including recording, invoicing, scheduling, administrative,
procurement, automation, and even payroll are carried out. Figure 3 shows the three levels
within the healthcare system where HIS deployment is utilized.
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3.3. Health Information Systems Benefits

HIS, as an interrelated system, houses several core processes and branches in the
healthcare arena, affording many benefits. Among these are the ease of access to patients
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and medical records, reduction of costs and time, and evidence-based health policies and
interventions [8,21,36–38]. Several authors revealed the benefits of HIS to be widely known
and influential within the healthcare domain [38]. Furthermore, many health organizations
are drawn to HIS because of these numerous advantages [22,39]. Moreover, investment in
HIS has enabled effective decision making, real-time comprehensive health information
for quality health care applications, effective policies in the healthcare arena, scaled-up
monitoring and evaluation, health innovations, resource allocations, surveillance services,
and enhanced governance and accountability [36,40–42]. Ideally, HIS is pertinent for data,
information, and broad knowledge sharing in the healthcare environment. HIS critical
features are now cherished due to their incorporation with diverse technology [16,43].
The extant literature reveals the role of HIS to extend beyond its reimbursement. Table 1
presents a summarized extract of various HIS benefits as captured in the literature and
some of its core enabling components or instances.

Table 1. HIS core enabling components and its benefits.

Source: Authors Core Enabling HIS Components Benefits

Malaquias and Filho [11]
Health ER
eHealth
mHealth

Ease of access to patient and medical information
from records;
Cost reduction;
Enhance efficiency in patients’ data recovery and
management;
Enable stakeholders’ health information
centralization and remote access.

Ammenwerth, Duftschmid [44] eHealth

Upsurge in care efficacy and quality and condensed
costs for clinical services;
Lessen the health care system’s administrative costs;
Facilitates novel models of health care delivery.

Tummers, Tobi [45] HIS
Patient information management;
Enable communication within the healthcare arena;
Afford high-quality and efficient care.

Steil, Finas [46] HIS

Enable inter- and multidisciplinary collaboration
between humans and machines;
Afford autonomous and intelligent decision
capabilities for health care applications.

Nyangena, Rajgopal [43] HIS Enable seamless information exchange within the
healthcare arena.

Sik, Aydinoglu [47] HIS Support precision medicine approaches and decision
support.

3.4. Information System and Knowledge Management in the Healthcare Arena

The presence of modernized information systems (IS) in the healthcare arena is alleged
by scholars to be a congested domain that seldom fosters stakeholders’ multifaceted and
disputed relationships [48]. On the other hand, it is believed that a significant amount of
newly acquired knowledge in the field of healthcare is required for the improvement of
health care [49]. Ascertaining and establishing the role of IS and knowledge management
is an important step in the development of HIS for healthcare. Flora, Margaret [5] posited
that efficient IS and data usage are crucial for an effective healthcare system. Bernardi [50]
alleged that the underpinning inkling of a “robust and efficient” HIS enables healthcare
stakeholders such as managers and providers to leverage health information to commend-
ably plan and regulate healthcare, which could result in enhanced survival rates. As a
result, it is imperative to ground these ideas within the context of the healthcare industry
to provide a foundation for developing a robust and sustainable HIS for use in the context
of health care applications.
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3.4.1. Information System

The assimilation and dissimilation of health information and data within the healthcare
system is an important task that influences healthcare outcome. Within the healthcare
setting, IS plays a significant role in the assimilation and dissimilation of health information
needed by healthcare stakeholders. Many continents endorse the deployment of IS mainly
to consolidate mutable information from different sources within the systems. The primary
objective for these systems’ deployment has been centered on bringing together unique
and different components such as institutions, people, processes, and technology in the
system under one umbrella [5,51]. An overview of the extant literature reveals that this
has rarely been easy, as integration within this system has always been difficult in many
contexts. In the context of HIS, many reported the integration phenomena to be problematic,
attributing this to the global transformation within the healthcare arena [52,53]. This
revolution, coupled with the advancement of the healthcare arena, has resulted in the
need for robust allied health IS systems that incorporates different IS and information
technology [5,22]. These allied health information systems are necessary to consolidate
independent information systems within their healthcare arena use to enhance healthcare
applications [54,55]. Organizations in the healthcare arena expect these systems to be
sustainable and resilient; however, in order to satisfy these requirements, an integrated
information system is needed to unify all independent, agile, and flexible health IS to
mitigate challenges for HIS [56].

An aligned HIS that is allied is essential, as it supports health information networks
(HIN) that subsequently enhance and improve healthcare applications [44,57]. Thus, many
organizations within the healthcare settings are fine-tuning their HIS to be resilient and
sustainable. However, the realization of a robust information system within the healthcare
arena is challenging and depends on the flow of information as a crucial constituent for
suave and efficient functioning [58,59].

3.4.2. Knowledge Management

The process of constructing value and generating a maintainable edge for an industry
with capitalization on building, communicating, and knowledge applications procedures
to realize set aspirations is denoted as knowledge management [60]. The literature re-
veals knowledge management as an important contributor to organizational performance
through its knowledge-sharing capabilities [61]. In the healthcare industry, there is a high
demand for knowledge to enhance healthcare applications [49,62]. Several studies reported
that the deployment of knowledge management in the healthcare arena is set to enhance
healthcare treatment effectiveness [49,58,61]. Many stakeholders such as governments,
World Health Organization (WHO), and healthcare workers rely on the management of
healthcare knowledge to complement healthcare applications. According to Kim, Newby-
Bennett [61], the focus of knowledge management is to efficaciously expedite knowledge
sharing. However, integrating knowledge from different sources is challenging and requires
an enabler [61].

The HIS is an indispensable enabler of health knowledge generated from amalgamated
health information within the healthcare arena [63–65]. Dixon, McGowan [66] asserted
that efficacious modifications in the healthcare arena are made possible by knowledge
codification and collaboration from information technologies. Similarly, some authors have
pinpointed information and communication technologies within the healthcare arena to be
a major determinant in the attainment of a sustainable health system development [58]. The
knowledge management relationship with HIS is considered complementary and balanced,
as it enables the availability of knowledge that can be shared. The importance of knowledge
management is relevant for the realization of an enhanced healthcare application via HIS.
Soltysik-Piorunkiewicz and Morawiec [58] claimed that the information society effectively
uses HIS as an information system for management, patient knowledge, health knowledge,
healthcare unit knowledge, and drug knowledge. The authors herein demonstrated how
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HIS facilitates knowledge management in the healthcare sector to improve healthcare
applications.

The role of HIS as an integrated IS and key enabler of healthcare knowledge manage-
ment highlights its potential within the healthcare arena. From the conception of HIS and
the records of its evolution, significant achievements have been attained that are demon-
strated at different levels of its structural deployment. HIS deployment in several settings
of healthcare have positively influenced clinical processes and patients’ outcomes [17].
Globally, the need for HIS within the healthcare system is critical in the enhancement of
healthcare. Many healthcare actions are dependent on the use of HIS [67–69]. This demand
is substantiated by the offerings of HIS in tackling the transformation and digitalization
confronting the healthcare system. However, despite the need for HIS and its potential
within healthcare, several barriers limit its optimization. Some authors posited the role
and involvement of healthcare professionals such as physicians to be important measure
that is paramount to decreasing the technical and personal barriers sabotaging HIS de-
ployment [20]. Nonetheless, the design of HIS is accentuated on augmenting health and is
considered to be lagging behind in attaining quality healthcare [70].

Although there are equal blessings as well as challenges with HIS deployment, this
study appraisal of HIS highlights its capabilities and attributes that enhance healthcare in
many ways. From its conception, HIS has evolved significantly to enable the digitalization
of many healthcare processes. Its deployment structurally has facilitated many healthcare
applications at all levels within the health system where it has been implemented. Many
benefits such as ease of access to medical records, cost reduction, data and information man-
agement, precision medicine, and autonomous and intelligent decisions have been enabled
by HIS deployment. Primarily, HIS is the core enabler of the healthcare information system
and knowledge management within the healthcare arena. Ascertaining the attributes and
development of HIS is a paramount to driving its implementation and realizing its potential.
Many deployments of HIS can be anchored on this study as a reference for planning and
executing HIS implementation. The extant literature points out the need for the role of
technology such HIS to be ascertained, as little is known in this regard, which as a result
has adversely influenced healthcare coordination [19]. Additionally, among the barriers of
HIS, the presence of inadequate planning that fails to cater to the needs of those adopting
it hinders the optimization of these systems within the healthcare arena [71]. Cawthon,
Mion [72] associated the lack of health literacy incorporation in deployed HIS to increased
cost and poorer health outcomes. Hence, the insight from this study can be incorporated
and associated with HIS initiatives to mitigate these issues. Thus, the findings of this
study can be employed to strategize HIS deployment and plans as well as augment its
potential to enhance healthcare. Furthermore, the competency of healthcare stakeholders
such as patients can be enhanced with the findings of this study that accentuate the holistic
representation of HIS in the dissimilation and assimilation of health data and information.

4. Conclusions

In the healthcare information and knowledge arena, assimilation and dissemination
is a facet that influences healthcare delivery. The conception and evolution of HIS has
positioned this system within the healthcare arena to arbitrate information interchange
for its stakeholders. HIS deployment within healthcare has not only enabled information
and knowledge management, but it has also enabled and driven many healthcare agendas
and continues to maintain a solidified presence within the healthcare space. However, its
deployment and enactment globally has been marred and plagued with several challenges
that hinder its optimization and defeat its purpose. Phenomena such as the occurrences of
pandemics such as COVID-19, which are uncertain, and the advancement of technology
that cannot be controlled have caused disputed gradients regarding the positioning of HIS.
These phenomena have not only influenced the adoption of HIS but have also limited
its ability to be fully utilized. Although much research on HIS has been conducted, the
presence of these phenomena and many other inherent challenges such as fragmentation
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and cost still maintain a constant, prominent presence, which has led to the need for this
study.

Consequently, the starting point for this study was to provide insight and expertise
regarding the discourse of HIS for healthcare applications. This paper presents current and
pertinent insights regarding the deployment of the HIS that, when adopted, can positively
aid its employment. This paper investigated the existing HIS literature to accomplish
the objective set forth in the introduction. This study’s synthesis derived key insights
relevant to the holistic view of HIS through a thorough systematic review of the various
extant literature on HIS and healthcare. According to the study’s findings, HIS are critical
and foundational in the drive of information and knowledge management for healthcare.
The contribution of HIS to healthcare has been and continues to be groundbreaking since
its conception and through its consequent evolution. Nevertheless, despite the presence
of some limitations that are external and inherent, it is claimed to have transformed
and changed healthcare from the start. Similarly, the evaluation of the current HIS is
expected to impact its adoption and strengthen its implementation within the global
healthcare space, which is greatly desired. These findings are of great importance to the
healthcare stakeholders that directly and indirect interact with HIS. Additionally, scholars
and healthcare researchers can benefit from this study by incorporating the findings in
future works that plan HIS for healthcare.
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